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Motivation

► Systemic risks stemming from excessive developments in real 
estate markets have significantly contributed to financial instability 
in the past
● Financial and economic busts preceded by a real estate boom are 

particularly harmful from a financial stability perspective since they are 

longer and costlier than the average downturn

► Identifying and monitoring real estate market risks as well as 
designing macroprudential policies targeting such risks is one of 

the priorities for central banks and supervisory authorities across 
the globe 
● The operationalisation of risk monitoring frameworks and macroprudential

policy strategies requires identifying sound leading indicators and associated 
thresholds signalling excessive developments in the real estate sector well in 

advance
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Main messages

► This paper applies a signalling approach to evaluate of the 
signalling ability of several potential early warning indicators for 
real estate-related banking crises
● Non-parametric and parametric (discrete choice) setting 

● Unique dataset of real estate-related banking crises for 25 EU countries

► Main findings:
● Important role of both real estate price variables and credit developments

● Cyclical developments as well as structural dimension of real estate prices 

and credit

● Macroeconomic and market variables (notably inflation rate and short-term 

interest rates)

● Combining multiple variables in a discrete choice parametric approach in 
order to deal with issues of dimensionality

● Country-specific thresholds...
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Signalling approach

Step 1 Determine relevant crisis event and 
distinguish pre-crisis and normal 
observations (drop crisis observations)

Step 4 Determine for each threshold whether
signals (not) given are correct (see 
confusion matrix)

Step 2 Assume prediction horizon Step 5 Calculate for each threshold the loss 
function

Step 3 Determine for a grid of thresholds whether a 
signal (indicator exceeding threshold) is 
given

Step 6 Select the threshold for which the loss 
function is minimized
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Data

► 25 EU countries, 1970Q1 to 2012Q4

► 15 real estate-related banking crises: Denmark (1987Q1, 2008Q3), 

Finland (1991Q3), France (1993Q3), Hungary (2008Q3), Ireland 
(2008Q3), Latvia (2008Q4), Lithuania (2008Q4), Netherlands 
(2008Q3), Slovenia (2008Q1), Spain (2009Q2), Sweden (1990Q3, 

2008Q3), United Kingdom (1990Q3, 2007Q3)

► Four categories of potential early warning indicators: 
● Structural credit variables

● Cyclical credit variables

● Structural and cyclical real estate variables

● Other variables (macroeconomic, credit conditions, market, construction 
sector, banking sector)
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Main results: multivariate non-parametric

► Best ten trivariate indicator combinations: 
● A signal is issued when at least one of the three indicators breaches its threshold

● Combination of credit (cyclical or structural) and cyclical and structural real estate
variables
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Main results: multivariate parametric

► Best ten logit models:
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Main results: multivariate parametric

► Combining signals of 
the ten best logit
models:
● A large fraction of 

models issue 

warnings at the same 
time

● For all crisis 

countries except 
France and Slovenia, 
all ten best logit 
models correctly 

signal the imminent 
occurrence of a real 
estate-related crisis

● False alarms notably 
in France, Germany, 
Italy, the 

Netherlands, 
Portugal and Spain
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Digging deeper (work in progress): real estate-related

vs. other banking crises

► Do the identified early warning indicators work particularly well for
signalling real estate-related banking crises or also for other types 
of banking crises?
● Augment real estate-related banking crisis database with Laeven and

Valencia (2012) crisis database

● For example:

► Including robustness checks on 
● identification of real estate-related banking crises; and

● how other crises in the sample are dealt with in the evaluation of early

warning performance
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Digging deeper (beyond scope): country-specific

thresholds…

► Need for methods to calculate robust country-specific thresholds, 
as there is room for improvement compared to pooled thresholds
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Country-specific thresholds: conditional moments

approach (Ferrari and Pirovano, 2016)
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Conclusions

► Important role of both cyclical and structural developments in real 
estate price and credit variables in signalling real estate-related 
banking crises

► Take into account macroeconomic and market variables (notably 
inflation rate and short-term interest rates)

► Work in progress: real estate-related vs. other banking crises

► Need for methods to calculate robust country-specific thresholds

► But above all: keep in mind that early warning models are just a 
starting point for policy discussion
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